Conservation of resources is the top priority for process automation of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning. Besides from the improved functionality and user convenience, it is the decisive advantage compared to manually controlled solutions. The valve actuators in the innovative SAUTER vialoq AVM 1000 range set new standards. With a rated thrust of 1000 N, they are characterised by their high efficiency class and combine lasting, reliable operating properties with simple handling, first-class performance data and significantly lower energy consumption. The patented automatic valve adaptation system means they can be quickly and easily installed, the sturdy construction guarantees maximum precision with no extra maintenance requirement and the low power consumption minimises energy costs.

SAUTER vialoq AVM 1000 sets new standards for performance and energy efficiency.

Advantages of the SAUTER vialoq AVM 1000:

- Patented automatic valve coupling
- Powerful rated thrust 1000 N
- Fast fitting and commissioning
- Minimum energy consumption
- No surplus components
- Also fits a wide range of other manufacturers valves
- Excellent Swiss quality

Areas of use:

- New buildings
- Refurbishing projects
- Retrofit

SAUTER vialoq AVM 1000 sets new standards for performance and energy efficiency.
SAUTER retrofit actuators: replacement made easy.

The latest generation of SAUTER actuators fit onto a wide range of valve types. They are easy to install and extremely energy-saving. Thus, every HVAC installation can be refurbished quickly and economically.

**High performance.**
With a rated thrust of 1000 N, the sturdy design and optimised gears, the SAUTER vialoq AVM 1000 guarantees quiet, long-term, maintenance-free operation.

**Energy efficient.**
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**Quick, uncomplicated fitting.**
With their patented automatic valve coupling and practical plug-in electronic module, the SAUTER actuators are quick and easy to install.

**No surplus components.**
When fitting the SAUTER retrofit actuators, you can order accessories that are precisely tailored to the relevant valve.

You will find more manufacturers at www.sauter-retrofit.com

For SAUTER valves
For Siemens valves
For Belimo valves
For Honeywell valves
For Johnson Controls valves

More impressive features at:
www.sauter-retrofit.com
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